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Is this the CRIME THRILLER of the year?In a race against time, it's Ray Luck against the world!
When Ray Luck - a top cyber security expert - accidentally stumbles upon a devastating secret
while surfing the web, he knows immediately he is in way above his head and soon he is being
hunted by both Mossad and the British Security Services.Alone, desperate, with only three days
to live, Ray is a man with not one, but several missions: to save the life of his girlfriend who has
been kidnapped by the security services; to prevent a terrorist cyber attack destroying London;
to save the Middle East peace process; and to bring one of the most powerful men in the world
to justice for the savage killing of an apparently innocent woman, a murder certain powerful
people in the British Government are determined to cover up at all costs. Only Ray can stop
them all. But as the clock starts to tick, he discovers that nothing is as it seems.Who is the real
enemy? And who can he trust? Unless he finds out soon, will Ray’s luck finally run out? Find out
for yourself! Written by a cyber security expert, this thriller will make you think twice about our
modern world and using the internet.By the time you've finished the book, whenever you next
watch television, you'll wonder just who is watching you! It's called 'tele-vision'. Now you'll
understand why!Murder, mystery, cyber crime, espionage, conspiracy, a terrorist plot, romance,
page-turning, nail-biting adventure... this book has got it all. Be one of the first to read it! This is a
must read! You will never view the internet in the same light again !! This book has it all, murder ,
mystery, intrigue. I couldn't put it down. As always this author amazes me with his knowledge
and with his very fertile imagination.....or is it !!!!!" Ebook Tops Reader (UK)Yet another cracking
read from Ian C.P. Irvine! I read it in one sitting!" Ebook Tops Review (UK)Breathtaking! A thriller.
in every sense!" Ebook Tops Review (UK)What a book ! And so many twists and
turns ...sometimes when books are written up they sound wonderful and are often disappointing
but not this book .... Was sad to finish it ...but at least that let me get on with life as I let this book
consume my life !!!!" Ebook Tops Review (UK)Compelling and Highly Recommended! This is a
captivating and exciting story from Ian Irvine's amazingly fertile mind, which captivates the
reader from beginning to end. Irvine aims not only to entertain but also inform and provides
explanations for the technology used in his story, without it becoming boring, which help to
convince the reader that this is not pure imagination but a real possibility. If you don't already turn
off the stand-by lights on your TV et cetera to save electricity, you probably will after this in an
effort to retain your privacy! Ebook Tops Review (UK)Yet another superb offering of conspiracy,
crime, murder and a love story from Ian... I have been a follower of this wonderful author for
some time now and he never fails to bring a new meaning to crime thrillers.... I'm so glad I pre
ordered this gripping book. Please, please do not hesitate to get this A.S.A.P! I can promise you
will not regret it for an instant. Ebook Tops Review (UK)Please note: Book One of Two Parts;
please note that Book One continues seamlessly into and is concluded in Book Two. This is an
excellent way to introduce yourself to this new and exciting author!- If you enjoy Book One, to
continue the story you may then choose to download Book Two. Alternatively, readers are



always recommended to purchase the full omnibus edition containing both Book One and Book
Two. Book Two is free with Kindle Unlimited!

"An essential addition to the young adult library."- Readers' Favorite "An engaging tale of
reemerging dinosaurs and superb tween heroes."- Kirkus Reviews"This climate-fiction
adventure with friends, dinosaurs, and ancient secrets will please young readers who love
science."- BookLife by Publishers Weekly"Fits the bill with its blend of Indiana Jones-style action
and sci-fi thriller."- Midwest Book Review "A fascinating first book in a genre-bending new series
that draws upon sci-fi, religion, and philosophy and encourages readers to think big thoughts
and ask big questions."- Children's Literature "Both exciting and informative, perfect for school
and entertainment alike."- The Children's Book Review"I give ARKO a rating of 4 out of 4 stars.
This book is delightful, subtly educative, brilliantly written, and an absolute gem."- Online Book
Club
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IRVINE..Published by Ian C. P. IrvineCopyright 2015 IAN C.P.IRVINETHANK YOU FOR
CHOOSING THIS EBOOK!AS A REWARD, FOR A LIMITED PERIOD OF TIME, I WOULD LIKE
TO OFFER YOUA FREE BESTSELLING EBOOK!You can choose betweenOne of Kindle's Top
Thrillers with over1500 Five Star Reviews on Ebook Topsor aA FREE CHILDREN'S EBOOKTO
READ TO YOUR GRANDCHILDREN OR LITTLE ONES!TO GET THIS FREE OFFERBEFORE
IT STOPS PLEASEOR VISIT"This is a must read! You will never view the internet in the same
light again !! This book has it all, murder , mystery, intrigue. I couldn't put it down. As always this
author amazes me with his knowledge and with his very fertile imagination.....or is it !!!!!" Ebook
Tops Reader (UK)"Yet another cracking read from Ian C.P. Irvine! I read it in one sitting!" Ebook
Tops Review (UK)"Breathtaking! A thriller in every sense!" Ebook Tops Review (UK)"What a
book ! And so many twists and turns ...sometimes when books are written up they sound
wonderful and are often disappointing but not this book .... Was sad to finish it ...but at least that
let me get on with life as I let this book consume my life !!!!" Ebook Tops Review
(UK)"Compelling and Highly Recommended! This is a captivating and exciting story from Ian
Irvine's amazingly fertile mind, which captivates the reader from beginning to end. Irvine aims
not only to entertain but also inform and provides explanations for the technology used in his
story, without it becoming boring, which help to convince the reader that this is not pure
imagination but a real possibility. If you don't already turn off the stand-by lights on your TV et
cetera to save electricity, you probably will after this in an effort to retain your privacy!" Ebook
Tops Review (UK)"Yet another superb offering of conspiracy, crime, murder and a love story
from Ian... I have been a follower of this wonderful author for some time now and he never fails to
bring a new meaning to crime thrillers.... I'm so glad I pre ordered this gripping book. Please,
please do not hesitate to get this A.S.A.P! I can promise you will not regret it for an instant."
Ebook Tops Review (UK)All rights reserved. Without limiting the rights under copyright observed
above, no part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in or introduced into a retrieval
system, or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior written consent of the
copyright owner..This is a work of fiction. Names, characters, businesses, places, events and
incidents are either the products of the author’s imagination or used in a fictitious manner. Any
resemblance to actual persons, living or dead, or actual events is purely coincidental..This
ebook may not be re-sold or given away to other people. This book is licensed for your personal
enjoyment only. If you would like to share this book with another person, please purchase an
additional copy for each recipient. If you’re reading this book and did not purchase it, or it was
not purchased for your use only, then please return to Ebook Tops and purchase your own copy.
Thank you for respecting the hard work of this author.Cover Design by Ray
Luckraymondoluck@hotmail.comDedicated to my wife and children.And to my parents with
thanks for all they have ever done for me.Please note: This is the first book in a two part series.
The story begins with Book One, carries on seamlessly and concludes with .Alternatively, you
have the option to purchase an , which readers are recommended to purchase.Other Books by



Ian C.P. Irvine..Table Of Contents.Chapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter
6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter
15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter 18Chapter 19Chapter 20Chapter 21Chapter 22Chapter
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By Ian C.P. IrvineA note from the authorPlease note: This is the first book in a two part series.
The story begins with Book One, carries on seamlessly and concludes with . Alternatively, you
have the option to purchase an , which readers are recommended to purchase.Chapter 1Before
you start reading I would just like to sayTHANK YOU FOR CHOOSING THIS EBOOK!AS A
REWARD, FOR A LIMITED PERIOD OF TIME, I WOULD LIKE TO OFFER YOUA FREE
BESTSELLING EBOOK!You can choose betweenOne of Kindle's Top Thrillers with over1500
Five Star Reviews on Ebook Topsor aA FREE CHILDREN'S EBOOKTO READ TO YOUR
GRANDCHILDREN OR LITTLE ONES!TO GET THIS FREE OFFERBEFORE IT STOPS
PLEASEOR VISIT------------------------------------LondonOne year from nowOctober 8th12.30
p.m.....For most of us, death comes when we least expect it. For Eva Baczkowski it would be no
different.Eva liked England. The people, the weather, the jobs. And the men.Everything about
England was better than where she came from.She would never go back to Poland. Her home
was here now.A new life, so full of hope. So full of promise.Eva laughed aloud in the car. She
hadn't been as happy as this for years.It was only her third month in England, but just over thirty
minutes ago she had been offered the job of her dreams: a saleswoman in Selfridges in the
perfume department.Every day she would be surrounded by beautiful people. Beautiful smells.
And beautiful women.Eva also liked women.In Poland, people said she was strange. Different.
Not a good Catholic.But here in England she was free.Free to live, love and do anything she
wanted.With whoever she wanted.The traffic lights in front turned to red and Eva slowed down,
came to a halt and began to daydream.She would soon be able to afford a good car. Not one full
of holes with a steering wheel on the wrong side.Her small car had driven her all the way from
Krakow in Poland, with all her worldly possessions stuffed tightly inside, but Eva knew it wouldn't
pass an English MOT. Nor could she afford to have all the things fixed that were wrong with
it.Perhaps she would meet a rich, young, handsome man in Selfridges who would whisk her off
her feet. They would get married, maybe... and then she could afford a good, English car.Eva
looked up.An aeroplane was flying overhead. She followed it as it flew directly above her car and
then disappeared across the top of the tall building on her left.The sky was blue today. Bright
blue. There were no clouds.At first the black object that seemed to separate from the building
above her had no real form. It was just black. Initially small, but quickly growing larger.As she
stared at the object, time seemed to slow down, and her mind fought rapidly to make sense of
the anomaly with which it was presented.Different shapes and comparisons swept through her
head, but none of them made sense.Until, with a shock, one memory registered in her mind, and
struck a chord.She suddenly remembered an image from a television programme she'd seen a
few weeks ago, from a documentary on the BBC recounting the terrorist attack on the World
Trade Center in New York.The image was of what the English documentary called 'the falling



man'.When she had seen it for the first time on the television it had fascinated her and now as
she looked up, directly above her through the windscreen, her mind connected the two images
together and told her they were similar.In fact, they were the same.Eva's eyes
widened.Adrenaline shot into her veins and she gripped the steering wheel in panic.She didn't
have time to scream.The person accelerating to Earth above her, heading straight towards her,
arms and legs flailing the surrounding air, hit her car at over fifty miles an hour.A head and a
torso punched through the roof and the windscreen, smashing into Eva with the force of a falling
baby elephant.The body of the falling person merged violently with Eva's, crushing her head and
pulverising her rib cage and internal organs, which exploded and splattered like a squashed
tomato all over the inside of the car.The traffic light in front turned to green.The sky was blue
today. Bright blue. There were no clouds.Outside the car, some pedestrians began to
scream.Chapter 2LondonSaturdaySeptember 28th9.30 a.m.Ten Days EarlierRay Luck stirred,
reached out with his fingers and caressed Emma's hair.Soft, golden, beautiful.As was the rest of
Emma.He turned towards her, cuddled up closer and whispered in her ear.Emma opened her
eyes briefly, smiled, and then fell back into a deep sleep.Sunlight streamed into the room,
confirming the forecast from the night before: a late Indian summer was on its way. This weekend
would herald the start of three well above average weeks, warm days of sunshine and balmy
nights, each an average of five degrees hotter than normal for this time of year.Global
warming.Yet another indictment of what mankind was doing to the world, but which was certain
to be dismissed and diminished by everyone who thought more of the dollar than the planet.Ray
hated politics. But he loved life.Life was great.Especially with Emma.Deciding to nip down to the
deli to get freshly brewed coffee and some croissants for Emma, he slipped out of bed,
showered quickly and let himself quietly out of his expensive two bedroom flat on the top floor of
their shared building.Walking down the road, he breathed in the fresh morning air and as he
always did every single time he walked down the street, he admired the beautiful, elegant
Georgian facades of the white, terraced houses in the square in which he lived, all of which
faced onto communal private gardens in its centre.The rent in this part of South Kensington was
exorbitant but the first instant Ray had seen the flat, he knew that if he was going to live in
London, this had to be the place.As a cyber consultant for one of London's top security firms,
Ray could afford it. He was lucky and he knew it. People were prepared to pay highly for the skills
he had to offer and Ray was happy to take their money, for as long as they were prepared to pay
it.Thanks to the growing threat that cyber crime posed to almost every business in the world,
people like Ray were in short supply. Unlike his friends who had been hit hard by the recession,
Ray had not been out of work for a single day since he graduated from university.It was the law
of supply and demand.For every cyber specialist like Ray, there were at least ten jobs.Supply
was short, demand was high.It was only a short walk to the corner deli, run by an Italian who'd
moved here twenty years ago and still had his thick accent, almost singing each word as he
spoke. On a Saturday morning the deli was full of the same faces out walking the dog and
collecting the papers. Ray smiled and nodded at a few of those he knew, and chatted to an old



lady with silver hair and the biggest diamond ring he had ever seen.The community was one of
many things that made this area special, and although probably one of the poorest people in the
square, Ray didn't feel out of place. People were friendly.Collecting his coffees and the
croissants he left the shop and stopped by the newsagent on the way back.Scanning the
headlines, he saw that the war on ISIS in Egypt had taken another turn for the worse: they had
consolidated their position in Cairo, and now it looked certain that the only way to make any
progress was to commit another task force on the scale of Desert Storm, when Britain and its
allies had gone to war with Iraq.Tucking a copy of the Times under his arm he started back
towards his flat: he didn't want the warm croissants or coffee to go cold.As he turned back into
the square, he thought of Emma and last night.She had been quite cold towards him. It worried
him a little.A few weeks ago they had started going through a bad patch, but then things had
improved for a while, and Ray had been looking forward to this weekend.For lots of
reasons.Tonight was going to be a big night.After seven years of being together, Ray was
planning to pop the question.The question.The one that he knew he had been avoiding for a
while now, and which was probably the reason behind Emma's strange comments as of late.Ray
knew that something was bothering her. After he had cooked her dinner he had tried to talk
about it with her last night, but she had avoided proper conversation.A headache, that time of
the month, and a hard week at work had all been reasons for her to go to bed early without any
real discussion between them.But tonight Ray would make everything right.It was all
planned.Tonight was going to be special.A woman with a cat on a lead was coming towards him
on the pavement. Seeing it, Ray quickly covered his mouth with his free hand and crossed the
road: the last thing he needed now was to breathe in a mouthful of cat scent and for his cat
allergy to flare up.Darting between two cars - a Porsche and a Land Rover - he skipped onto the
pavement and carried on up the square on the other side of the street.It was then that he saw the
envelope lying on the ground a few feet in front of him.A sixth sense told him to bend down and
pick it up, so he did.The envelope was sealed, and turning it over, he found no address on the
front. It was quite heavy, about two centimetres thick. The envelope bent in his hand and
whatever was inside felt like paper. Looking around him there was no one else who could have
dropped it. Crossing the road back towards the entrance to his building, he stuffed the envelope
inside the folded newspaper as he fished out his keys and opened the door to the
stairwell.Upstairs, when he let himself into his flat and walked in, Emma was sitting in his
dressing gown on the sofa, eating a piece of toast.She looked up, her expression rather
serious."Where have you been?" she asked. "I woke up and you were gone...""Your favourite
coffee, and some fresh croissants," Ray replied, holding them up. "I wanted to treat you."He
walked towards her, putting the coffee on a side table and bending forward to kiss her.Her eyes
searched his, and for a moment Ray thought she was going to say something, but then she
closed her eyes and returned the kiss gently.Ray hesitated, then volunteered to go and get some
plates, whilst handing over the bag of croissants and the papers."What's this?" Emma called
after him as he left the room."What?""The envelope in the papers?""Envelope?" Ray enquired,



thinking for a second. "Oh, that. I just found it on the street outside. There's no address on it...
Why don't you open it up and see what's inside?"He returned to the room, two plates in his
hands.Emma was looking up at him, her head shaking in disbelief and a quizzical look in her
eyes."You found this outside?" she asked, waving the contents of the envelope at him with her
right hand.It was a wad of crisp, new £50 notes.Ray stared at the money."How much is there...?"
he asked.Emma shook her head again."I don't know... thousands... tens of thousands... There's
got to be. They're all £50 notes... There's a fortune here!"Ray hurried across and sat beside her,
reaching out and gently taking them from her hand."Bloody hell..." he whistled."Ray... you just
found these? Outside?""Yes. Just now. On the other side of the road, near the railings."Ray
started to count the money, putting them into piles, each containing a thousand
pounds."Fourteen... fifteen..." he said aloud, finishing at "Twenty thousand pounds,
exactly.""Twenty thousand pounds?" Emma parroted back."Exactly." Ray reiterated."Bloody
hell," she replied."I just said that..." he said, looking back up at her, their faces
expressionless.For a moment they stared at each other, then Emma looked back at the money,
and Ray laughed. Nervously."So, who does it belong to?" she asked."I've no idea... it was just
lying on the ground, in the envelope."Ray reached across to take the envelope that Emma was
still holding firmly in her left hand. She let go of it and Ray looked inside. He lifted the envelope to
his nose, and sniffed it."Nothing. It's empty.""So... What are you going to do with the money?"
she asked, her eyes searching his questioningly."What do you think I should do with it?" Ray
replied."You can't keep it. It's twenty thousand pounds. You have to hand it in.""To whom? The
police?""Of course... you've got to take it to the police station.""Are you joking?" Ray asked. "You
want me to take this in and just give it to the police?""Of course! That's the right thing to do!"
Emma said, standing up.Ray reached across the table and picked up his coffee, taking a few
large sips."It's going cold," he said, pointing at Emma's."Forget the coffee, Ray. Tell me what
you're going to do with the money!""I don't know. Keep it, I suppose.""Brilliant. This is just typical
of you. Just typical." She said, turning her back and walking towards the bedroom door, before
stopping and coming back."What do you mean, 'typical'? " Ray asked, standing up from the
sofa."I mean, you never do the right thing. Never. The right thing to do is to hand it over to the
police, but no, oh no, Ray Luck isn't going to do that, is he?"Ray stared at Emma, sensing from
the tone of her voice and the way the conversation was so suddenly changing focus, that this
was not just about the money."What do you mean?" Ray said, dropping the money on the sofa.
"Of course I'll do the right thing. I always try to do the right thing!""You mean, like watching other
women take their clothes off on that stupid program you use to spy on people in their own homes
through their TV or computer cameras?""I don't do that anymore. I promised you I'd stopped that.
You watched me delete the program. I erased it. You saw me write over it so that I could never
use it again! Why are you bringing that up? It's got nothing to do with this!""But you used to
watch it, didn't you? You even wrote the program so you could get your rocks off whenever I
wasn't around.""Emma, I promised you. I deleted the program. Anyway, you watch Big Brother.
It's just the same. I just like to watch people living their real lives...""No, it's not the same, Ray,



and you know it."She stopped and took a deep breath."So are you going to take the money to
the police or not?""No. Taking the money to the police is probably, actually, completely the wrong
thing to do!""The wrong thing? How on earth can being honest, doing the right thing, suddenly
be the wrong thing?" Emma asked, storming back over to the sofa and sitting down.Ray sat
down beside her, picked up her coffee and handed it to her.She pushed his hand aside."I don't
want the bloody coffee. I want you to tell me what the hell you mean!""I mean, look at it... it's
twenty thousand pounds in new fifty pound notes. In a brown, unmarked envelope. No name. No
identification. Nothing. If you or I had that much money and were carrying it around outside,
there's no way I'd just stuff it all in an envelope, without a business card, or an address. I'd have it
in a wallet, or better still, a briefcase padlocked to my wrist. The fact it's just stuffed in an
envelope and sealed like that means it's got to be dodgy. It's most likely stolen, or drug money or
something...""Stolen? Drug money? How did you work that one out? Someone could have just
got the money out of a bank, or was given it as a present. Maybe for the deposit on a flat, or
something?""Possibly. Maybe... but the more I think about it, the more it feels like it's drug money.
And the last thing I'm going to do is take a pile of drug money down to the police. I'm telling you,
the worst thing you can do is to get your name and address associated with anything to do with
drugs. I'm not getting involved with anything like that again.""People can't think like that... If, and
it's a big 'if' Ray, a HUGE if, if this is drug money, then it's down to people like you and me to do
the right thing. Handing it over to the police is the right thing to do.""Emma, it's drug money. I
promise you. I can almost taste it, and after what happened to my brother, you know I won't have
anything to do with anything that has any connection to drugs. I repeat, I'm not getting involved
again. And I'm not taking it to the police, and I'm not talking to anyone else about it." Ray paused,
the memory of his young brother's death caused by an accidental drug overdose in the school
playground choking him up. He swallowed hard. "I'll give it to charity," Ray announced, resolutely.
"I'll give it all to charity. But I'm not taking it to the police.""Take it the police first, and if no one
claims it, then give it to charity...""Emma, if no one claims it, they'll just keep it and we'll never see
it again.""They won't, Ray. They'll hand it back...""You honestly think so? I love just how naive you
are Emma. I love it.""You just called me naive? I'm naive?"Ray stared back at her. Her face was
beginning to turn red."No...""Naive? I can tell you this much, Ray Luck... This might be your
'lucky' day, finding twenty thousand pounds. But you just lost me. I'm not so naive any longer to
think that this relationship is going to last. We're just too different."Tears were beginning to
stream down her face.Ray jumped up and went towards her, wanting to wrap her in his arms and
pull her close.She stepped backwards."We're just too different, Ray. I can see that now. In fact,
I've been seeing it for quite a while.""Please, Emma, calm down... Can we just sit down and talk
about this?" he said, waving gently at the sofa."No, I'm sorry, Ray. It's over.""Over? Why? I just
said, I'm going to give the money to charity. All of it. I promise. Any charity you want. You wait and
see, I'll do it today. This morning. I'll do the right thing, okay?""The right thing? It's been seven
years Ray. You're selfish. You only ever think about yourself. And as for the 'right thing' to do, you
wouldn't know what that was if it hit you right between the eyes!"Five minutes later Emma was



gone, pulling the front door closed behind her.Ray stared after her, tears welling up inside.What
was that all about?What had just happened?Should he run after her and beg her to come back?
The woman he loved, the woman he had planned to propose to that very evening, had just
walked out of the door.What should he do now?Her last words rang in his ears, "...and as for the
right thing to do,... you wouldn't know what that was if it hit you right between the eyes!""Shit!" he
shouted aloud.Emma was right.The truth was, Ray didn't know what to do next.Chapter
3LondonSeptember 28th8.00 p.m.Ray Luck was getting drunk. Slowly, but surely.He had spent
the day wandering along the banks of the Thames, sitting on different benches beside the water
and staring at the river as it flowed past.The water was calming. It helped him to concentrate. To
plan. To think of what he should do next.With each period of time spent sitting on a different
bench, he was able to think back upon his relationship with Emma, figure out a reason why she
must be so upset with him, and then compose a text message on his iPhone, apologising to her
for whatever it was that he must have done.By the time he had walked from Waterloo train
station to Tower Bridge along the South Bank, he had sent twenty text messages, and left ten
voice messages.As he crossed over the river to the Tower of London, a single solitary beep
signified the arrival of a text message.From Emma."Ray, Please stop. It's over. Believe me. No
matter how many times you text me, I won't change my mind. Even now, you don't know that the
right thing to do is to just leave me alone! I did love you Ray. I did. But not anymore. I'm sorry.
Emma."Not having eaten all day, the first beer had an immediate effect.By the time the second
was finished, he was feeling quite tipsy.There would have been a third too, and a fourth and a
fifth, except for the fact that Ray had not brought enough money with him.Sadly, he had left the
twenty thousand pounds at home.After Emma had gone, he had sat alone in the flat for an hour,
staring at the money.He knew that it wasn't the cause of their break-up, that the reasons were
already there before he had found the envelope, but he couldn't help but wish that he had never
set eyes upon it.For a moment he had considered burning it all.But then he remembered that he
had promised... sort of... that he would give it all to charity.Before he had left, he had hidden the
money and collected the diamond ring from his hiding place underneath the loose floorboard in
the bathroom.He had stared at the ring, sitting crossed legged on the bathroom floor, imagining
in his mind how it could have been... how the evening should have played out.Ray was not a
stoic, but he hardly ever cried. So when he felt the tears beginning to flow, he fought back,
picking himself up, having a shower and then leaving the flat.He didn't know where he was
going. Or what he was doing.He just knew that he had to walk. To think. To escape the confines
of the house.He had no set plan.But just in case, he had taken the ring with him.They had met
when he was nineteen years old. In a club in Oxford.She was a beautiful second year student at
Christ Church College, reading History, and he was a fresher from Hertford studying Computer
Science: tall, slim, athletic, apparently very good looking.Within a week they were dating, and
ever since they had been together.Seven, fantastic, years.Bloody wonderful years.Standing in
the middle of the pedestrian bridge halfway across the Thames between St Paul's Cathedral and
the Tate Modern, he looked down into the river and watched it flow past underneath.A thought



crossed his mind.Throw the diamond ring into the water.As he pulled it out of his pocket, he
looked at it, imagining once again the moment he was to have slipped it onto her finger.The
receipt in the box declared that the ring had cost him one-and-a-half thousand pounds. When he
had seen it in the shop, he had instantly known that this was the ring for her. He knew she would
love it. When he walked into the shop to buy it, he would have taken it, even if it had cost ten
times as much.It was beautiful: a single, one carat stone set in a platinum ring.Preparing to toss
it over the edge into the water below, he pulled his hand back, mentally primed and just about to
throw it,... when he felt the phone vibrate against his leg.A message had arrived.------------------
The best present any parent can give a son, is a sister.Claire was younger than Ray, smarter and
the 'best Luck' he had ever known."Did she say yes?" she had enquired in her text message.She
was the only person he had told about tonight, about what was meant to have happened.Now,
returning the ring into the box, and putting it back into his pocket, he called Claire and told her
the painful truth."Are you okay? Shall I come down and see you?" Claire had asked."No. I'll be
okay. I think I just want to be by myself.""Don't call her again, Ray." She had warned. "I know you
love her, but you have to let her come back to you. Either she will, or she won't, but if you contact
her anymore, you'll just push her further away.""You're probably right.""I know I am. I'm a
woman."She paused."What are you going to do now?""I'm going home.""Call me if you need to
talk, okay?""I promise."Thirty minutes later, Ray walked up the steps to the front of the grand
building he lived in, took out his key and opened the main door.He was so wrapped up in his
own thoughts, that he didn't see the three men in black suits on the other side of the road,
walking up and down the street, searching the pavement.He also didn't notice when one of them
looked across and watched him enter his building.------------------The flat felt empty. As soon as
he walked in the door, he could smell Emma's perfume. Hanging up his coat and taking off his
shoes at the door - a habit he had learned while living in Japan with Emma one summer - he
walked through to the bedroom and sat on the bed.The bedclothes were still rumpled from the
night before. Lying down, closing his eyes and sniffing the pillow, Ray tried to imagine Emma
being there again.It wasn't easy.She had always breathed life into any room she had entered.
But now she wasn't there, the effect was the same, but in reverse.That essence of life had
gone.For the first time in years, Ray felt alone.Taking his clothes off, he walked through to the
bathroom and stepped into the shower.Sitting on the floor, he wrapped his arms around his
knees and pulled them into his chest, and let the warm water rain down upon him.He began to
cry.The tears flowed and he sobbed heavily. Wave after wave of hurt, confusion, longing and
pain boiled up from within, overflowed and were washed away. After five minutes they dried up
and stopped.He sat there for another ten minutes until the water began to run cold.By the time
he stood up, reached for the towel and started to dry himself, a calmness had descended upon
him, and he was feeling slightly better.It was then that he noticed that Emma had left quite a few
of her personal possessions in the flat: perfume and toiletries in the bathroom, jewellery, a hair-
dryer, clothes and shoes in their bedroom. A nice coat in the cupboard, a pile of her favourite
CDs and DVDs in the lounge, and her Kindle on the bedside table.Seeing these, Ray knew that



there was a possibility of him seeing Emma again. She would have to come back to collect
them... or he could take them over to her.For a second, hope flickered, but was quickly
extinguished when he realised that equally, she could come round and get everything when he
was at work or out: the most likely scenario.Ray walked to the fridge and pulled out a four-pack
of cold beer.Ray had a plan to make the pain go away.He was going to vanish into his virtual
world. Get drunk. And have some fun.The second bedroom in his flat was the place where Ray
went to disappear. During the day it doubled up as an office, from where he often worked from
home and performed his duties for his company. For the past four years, he had been working as
a Cyber Analyst and a Penetration tester, alternating between the two roles on a three-monthly
basis. For twelve weeks he would be paid to try to find a way to hack into the computer networks
of paying clients, trying to discover vulnerabilities or backdoors into their security architectures
and software. When he did find them, as he always did - it was just a matter of how quickly he
could do it and how many he would find - he would explore the company's networks, see how
deep he could go and investigate what damage he could potentially do. Once he had identified
all the ways he could break into a network, steal corporate data, and disable their systems, he
would write up a comprehensive report and then present it to the client. He always loved the look
of surprise and horror on a client's face as he showed them just what he could have
accomplished, had his intentions been malicious.Sometimes he felt slightly guilty when
employees within the client who were responsible for their IT security were subsequently fired. It
didn't happen often, but either way, after his report was delivered, quite often his company was
immediately given a contract to manage the security services on behalf of the client. He felt bad
for those who had to go home and tell their wives that they no longer had a job, but in general he
knew that he was performing an essential role: if he had not done his thing and broken into their
network, purely with a positive intention to help, it could alternatively so easily be a Russian,
Chinese or Eastern European hacker who was out to steal the company's Intellectual Property
Rights, to disable their systems, or steal their money. And if that happened, the company could
go broke, and end up having to get rid of many more staff. The truth was he was saving people's
jobs, not threatening them.After three months aggressively hacking into the networks of clients,
he would then switch to working within the Security Operation Centre at his company, Castle
Security Defence, or 'CSD' as the brand logo simplified it. Once back in the SOC, he would
spend the next twelve-week shift analysing the data traffic that they monitored on the networks
of companies who paid them to protect their businesses. He would look for strange events or
patterns in the data that told his experienced mind that the company was being hacked, or had
already been hacked. He would find out what the hackers were doing, and how they were doing
it. And then he would blow the whistle, stop it all happening, make recommendations on how to
prevent it in the future, and give guidance to other colleagues in CSD as to what damage had
been done and how it should be fixed. Although the information they provided to their clients was
often enough to help identify who the hackers were, they left the rest up to the client. Sometimes
the client called in the police, and arrests were made, but often there was nothing that could be



done anyway, because the hackers lived in another country or were supported and shielded by a
foreign government.Ray wasn't so interested in what happened afterwards. His interest, his
fascination and his passion were in finding patterns and trails in the 'big data' every company
generated these days, and discovering hidden cyber attacks that other analysts could not.Ray
was one of the best.If he had been a criminal, he would be very rich indeed.That was not to say
that he was squeaky clean.There had been a time, once, long ago, during which Ray Luck had
learnt his trade, when he had played the game and made some money.Not a lot.But
enough.Before he was caught and offered a job by the company that had caught
him.CSD.Thanks to CSD his life had diverted down a new track, back onto the straight and
narrow. The best part was that he was still doing all the things he had done before, but this time
getting paid for it. Legally.Ray loved his job. He relished what he did.When he entered his 'den',
switched off the lights, and sat in his black leather swivel chair surrounded by banks of flat-
screens and glowing panels, blinking lights and computer terminals, Ray was in his
element.Once inside, surrounded by the comforting hum of his servers and their cooling
systems, he would forget the life he lived in the 'real' world, and become immersed in the digital
underworld, the dark web, digital crime, cyber hacktivists, malware and bitcoins. In
microseconds he would jump from one continent to another, from one network to the others it
linked to, from a host to all the servers it connected with. He would follow packets of data as they
swept through networks across the world, surfing digital waves and boring through firewalls with
ease. Once he had logged on to the internet, he could be anyone he wanted, go anywhere he
fancied, and do anything he wished. No one would notice him, and if they did, Ray had gone to
extraordinary lengths to ensure that anyone else who had the same skills as he had, would
never be able to find him.To everyone else, Ray was invisible.And yet, from this room, Ray could
see everything that happened in the world.Almost literally.That was the story of Ray Luck. The
professional cyber expert employed by CSD.The story of SolarWind, the name of the alter ego
Ray Luck now assumed in cyber space, was slightly different.Ray had adopted the name,
because in his mind it conjured up the feeling of an unstoppable, high energy force that could
sweep across the galaxy at lightning speed. Likewise, his cyber world 'avatar' was unstoppable.
No firewall, no DMZ, no defence-in-depth security strategy from any company, had ever stopped
him. True, sometimes it might take him a little longer than normal to hack through the well
organised security defences that some companies would put up, but in general, if SolarWind
was motivated, had the time, resource and determination, he would always succeed. Seldom did
he give up.That said, the lessons Ray Luck had learned in the real world when he had been
caught by CSD had taught him a lesson he had never forgotten.Ray was always in control. As
'SolarWind' he never stole anything in the cyber world that would be considered as breaking a
law. He never hacked into government or official sites, where some government agencies might
take offence, particularly the NSA, FBI, CIA or any other US affiliated government bodies. He
knew that if he was caught, a deportation order and a one-way flight to the US was a realistic
consequence. Secondly, he was extremely cautious to ensure that if he did penetrate a business



or large company that he would always leave immediately and not touch anything should he
discover that the company ran industrial processes or was part of the Critical National
Infrastructure. Thanks to the experiences he had learned during his paid career, he understood
that a significant proportion of the infrastructure upon which most countries depended for the
provision and distribution of gas, oil, water, electricity and food was built upon old networks
using 'Operation Technology', which unlike modern 'IT' networks, had little or no ability to defend
themselves against cyber attack. A mistake made when hacking into the network of an oil plant,
or a chemical factory, could have disastrous consequences, not to mention what might happen if
he accidentally shut down or opened up the wrong valve in a nuclear power plant.SolarWind just
wanted to have fun. He wanted to play in cyberspace. To explore and get kudos for doing what
few others could. He certainly did not want to harm anyone, get caught, go to prison or steal
anything.It wasn't that he was a coward. He just wasn't a fool.In the past five years, he had
watched too many of his peers, cyber colleagues and even some personal cyber-world friends
all go that little bit too far and get caught.Three were in prison. One was dead - from dubious
circumstances that had never been explained - and another was now working for the
government.Ray cracked open his first beer, switched the Play button on the old Denon hi-fi
system that he had inherited from his dad, and settled back to the latest Coldplay album.It would
take SolarWind ten minutes to log on through the various levels of security defence he had built
around his own virtual world, moving down through the multiple network security levels he had
established until after having passed through two of his outer layered demilitarised zones -
DMZs for short - he was authenticated by the central operating system and admitted to his own
private network.From within the cocoon of his multilayered set of DMZs, through which no other
cyber entity would ever be able to pass without the data-processing power of the NSA -and even
then it would take them months, if not years to break the encryption and find the right passwords
- SolarWind could operate at will, virtually doing anything he wanted to.Luckily for society,
SolarWind was a good citizen, a good person, and had a conscience.Sadly, SolarWind knew
others like him who were almost as talented, some even more so, who were angry citizens, who
bore grudges against the world, and revelled in their ability to wreak havoc and cause as much
disruption as possible.For the most part, SolarWind did not associate with such people as much
now as he used to. From time to time, he would come across them at hacker conventions, or he
would bump into them on the dark web, or on the normal internet. Occasionally he might even
cross their path when playing around inside someone's network, having penetrated a company's
network defences.However, SolarWind was still, and probably would always remain, a
participating member of several of the largest online hacker clubs, and although the membership
came from a wide spectrum of society, they all shared a common, unwritten social code: you
never ratted on a cyber-bruv, a fellow member of that club. No matter what.As Ray Luck, the Dr
Jekyll of the partnership, sometimes Ray would suspect a known cyber-bruv as being the
perpetrator of an attack he might be investigating. Whenever that happened, it caused a few
deep-seated personal conflicts of interest. Typically, he would end up warning the other hacker,



firing a ping in their direction, and giving them a cyber heads-up that they were under
surveillance and would soon be caught. So far it had always worked: the other hacker would give
up, retreat, and leave Ray as the victor, without forcing him to choose between his job and
dobbing in the cyber-bruv to the authorities or the company who had commissioned him to test
their network defences.So far.Ray knew that one day his luck would run out and he would have
to make a choice.Little did he know, as he cracked open his second beer and settled down for
the first fun of the evening, that such a day was going to come sooner rather than
later.------------------Outside on the street, the four man team of mysterious men dressed in black
climbed back into their two black sedans and drove off.They had found nothing. The twenty
thousand pounds was still missing.The good news was that someone had given them a tip
off.Someone, when asked, had actually remembered seeing a good looking, tall, athletic, young
man walking down the street about the same time the money must have gone missing.It wasn't
much. But in their capable and highly experienced hands, such information was invaluable.The
man was young, white and probably a local.He had been carrying a brown bag and a
newspaper.And a coffee.Chapter 4LondonSeptember 28th10.35 p.m.Ray Luck was no longer
getting drunk. He was drunk.Finishing the fourth can of beer he went to the kitchen and came
back with a bottle of red wine: cabernet shiraz. His favourite.After the third beer Ray had stopped
trying to randomly hack into the companies he found online. His personal rule of never hack
when you had drunk too much was one he never broke.It was like driving when under the
influence.You could make mistakes. Crash and burn.Damage something, or leave a trace as to
who you were.He wasn't scared that someone might follow his cyber tracks back to his flat...no
one would ever be able to break through all his defences and identify who he was, or where he
lived. At most they could perhaps guess what country he was in, but beyond that on the internet
he was anonymous and untouchable.No, what worried Ray was that as SolarWind, he had a
reputation as one of the world's top hackers, and the last thing he wanted was to do something
stupid, and accidently leave a glass slipper behind that someone would eventually trace to
SolarWind.Ray had spent years establishing a reputation in cyber space, and he didn't want to
give any cyber-bruv a cause to doubt him, dis him or pull him down.So, whenever it came time to
stop knocking on firewall doors, Ray would stop hacking and look for other forms of
entertainment.He would log on to a hacker chat-room and, using one of many of his aliases,
would swing by from one room to another, chat with peers, and find out what was happening in
the dark web.There was always something interesting to find out. Always.Or occasionally, if he
was really bored, he might switch his large computer screen to what he liked to call "Big Brother
Mode", run a small computer programme he had developed to help him survey networks for
CSD called '1984' and start to watch the world around him.1984 was one of the simplest, but
finest, computer programmes he had written. Four years ago, it had only taken him a few nights
of coding, but it had kept him entertained and given him hours of endless fun ever since.It was
based on a similar idea to the 'Big Brother' television program but was far better: written to see
what information he could gather from the cameras customers installed and ignored in their



company networks, Ray had discovered that 1984 also gave him the ability to reach into homes
all over the world and watch people living their normal, everyday lives.It worked as follows.The
program scanned the web looking for cameras that were switched on and connected to the
internet. Once identified, his program would identify them and categorise them as belonging to
one of several main groups, classing the majority of them as either CCTV cameras, live-video
feeds for television stations, security cameras, video-conferencing cameras, laptop or computer
connected cameras, or cameras that were embedded in or connected to flat-screen televisions
in people homes. To avoid any problems with data protection laws, and to keep 1984 on the
good side of any laws governing privacy, when viewing public CCTV cameras the programme
automatically stripped out the IP addresses from the information presented on screen, thus
ensuring that anyone who used the program - i.e. Ray - would never be able to identify the
country or people picked up in the videos. Of course, it would be a simple matter to 'change' the
program so that this information was made available, but Ray had never felt the urge or need to
do so. The commercial version of the program that they used when looking at specific
companies however was more targeted. You chose the IP address range you wanted that related
to a specific company, and then went fishing.When running the public, internet searching
version, of all the groups that 1984 broke the video feeds down into, Ray found the last four
groups the most fascinating.When using 1984 to look at companies, he couldn't believe that
businesses would buy video conferencing equipment, install it in their boardrooms where they
discussed their most sensitive corporate secrets, and then forget and be totally oblivious to the
fact that a video-conferencing camera and audio equipment were pointing at them and listening
to every word that was being said during their highly sensitive board meetings.The same went
for home computers with cameras attached to them for Skype and messaging, and likewise for
the new internet connected television screens with embedded cameras built in and permanently
switched on.His program 1984 took advantage of a simple fact that very few people seemed to
have learned: when a camera was embedded in or attached to a computer which was
connected to the internet, just because the owners were not using Skype, or a video-
conferencing or video-messaging app to look at and see someone else, it didn't mean that
someone else couldn't see them.In fact, the opposite was mostly true - if a camera was
connected to the internet, and his program could find it, 1984 would switch it on, and establish a
direct video feed from the camera to the big screen in Ray's second bedroom.1984 divided his
viewing screen into rows of smaller images: Ray could choose how many rows he wanted, and
how many video images he could view in each column.Normally he would set it to watch twenty
one remote cameras at a time, the images from each camera appearing in a little window in one
of three rows and seven columns.Using his mouse, Ray could pick any window he liked and it
would automatically appear full screen on a second large flat screen in his room.
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Robert Ralston, “For Your Own Sake, Don't Spy On People Or Pick Up Objects From The
Sidewalk. I SPY, I SAW HER DIERay Luck, a skilled cyber security expert, works for a security
firm. He also is well known, among the top hackers, as SolarWind. As this persona, he enters the
cyber universe just to have fun. His own cyber control room occupies space in his flat. His
multiple layered safeguards assure him that his servers are secure from any attempted break
in.One of his fun things is a program that can search for Internet cameras and allow him to view
whatever seemed interesting. One of these cameras, that caught his attention, shows a woman
being murdered. What should he do? He can’t know who the victim is or where she is
located.During his return home one day, he spots an unmarked envelope on the sidewalk and
takes it with him. When he opens the envelope, he finds a large amount of money. Since there is
no way to identify the owners, he decides to keep it.That very day, he had planned to propose to
his girlfriend, Emma. Before he can do that, they have a major quarrel about his plan to keep the
money. Emma walks out and pursues her plan to accept a job overseas.With these key elements
set up, the author proceeds to use his extensive knowledge of cyber security to tell an exciting
story of political, criminal, and hacking activities. The major plots are skillfully developed as
major players, from different law enforcement agencies, politicians, and criminal activities
(concerning the envelope of money), enter the picture.Eventually, Ray has no choice but to go
into hiding as various people try to find him. With help from his fellow hacker, RobinHood, he
eventually solves the mystery of the murder he had recorded.Now trying to stay free, he evades
his pursuers and finally realizes that only he is in a position to save the country from disaster,
save Emma from her kidnappers, and save the Middle East peace process.This thriller
continues with twists and turns of plot to a “can’t stop reading,” conclusion. I have been a fan of
all of Ian C.P. Irvine’s novels. I recommend this latest one with complete enthusiasm.His novels
show his extensive knowledge of many scientific and technical fields. His stated goal, as a
writer, is to tell a very well written story and at the same time, acquaint the reader with major
scientific fields. As a scientist and writer myself, I am in complete accord with these goals.Robert
Ralston, Author of “God, Physics, And Me.””

Ebook Topsian, “A really exciting book - highly recommended.. I read this as a free Kindle book.
A really exciting book from beginning to end. Very cleverly written, with so many twists and
turns. It was difficult to put down. I've read two of Mr Irvine's previous books, both very good, but
this one is completely different.  Highly recommended reading.”

kate spackman, “another brilliant book from this author !!. This is a must read .! You will never
view the internet in the same light again !! This book has it all, murder , mystery, intrique. I
couldn't put it down. As always this author amazes me with his knowledge and with his very
fertile imagination.....or is it !!!!!”



Mark S, “WOW!!. What a fantastic page turning action adventure that makes you wonder in this
modern age that this sort of clandestine operations actually happen in our secret service, I could
well believe it does unfortunately.Thoroughly recommend this book even if you have to pay for it
although I was lucky enough not to this time, don't be put off by the length of it either it is well
worth it as the story needed the amount of pages.I'm a difficult to please crime reader and a 5
star review is very very rare from me although I nearly docked a star for (without ruining the
story) the fact with all the main character had going on in one stage of the book he didn't keep
his phone next to him or check text messages when he hears them come through at a life or
death stage for a couple of other characters in the book which just wouldn't happen in real life
but saying that it would have been harsh of me to not give it the full praise it deserved.Don't be
put off by it being a cyber crime book, I'm not brilliant at all with computers or jargon but it was
explained when needed to be with the right amount of detail for you to grasp it without being
swamped with nonsense you wouldn't understand, an absolute cracking read!!”

Nicola Kirby, “When I wasn't reading it, I was talking about it!. The title of this book tells you it's a
gripping page turner. I'm usually a bit sceptical about books that blow their own trumpet like this
but, I have to say, it lives up to the title. From the very first page you are drawn into the
intrigue.This is a book of two halves, centred around the main character, Ray Luck. The first half
is multi faceted with interlocking stories featuring different characters and events surrounding
Ray.The second half is where Ray gets forced by circumstance to be involved is things he could
never dream of. I'm not going to give any of the story away. I hate it when people do that in
reviews. I will say that it's based around cyber crime and there is a fair bit of jargon but, not so
much as to spoil the thriller aspect of the book. In fact, I found the tech talk fascinating and it
certainly makes you think about gadgets you might own and your own internet use!!!Overall, I
thoroughly enjoyed this book and couldn't put it down. I was reading it in my breaks at work and
every other opportunity. I think my workmates were glad when I had finished because, when I
wasn't reading it, I was talking about it! Definitely my favourite book of the year so far.”

The book by IAN C.P. IRVINE has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 2,685 people have provided feedback.
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